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ABSTRACT

In this work, we adopt the integration of the L-system fractal tree generation, 3D printed wind tunnel modeling, and computational fluid
dynamics (CFD) simulation approach to model the wind effect on a single tree. We compare the agreement between CFD simulations
and wind tunnel measurements of rigid branched structures resembling trees. First, fractal tree mesh models based on species growth and
branching patterns are developed to represent tree species for wind–tree modeling. Subsequently, a scaled-down fractal tree is generated with
3D-printing and subjected to tunnel testing with load cell and particle image velocimetry measurement data under the wind speed of 10 m/s
and 15 m/s. Finally, CFD based on Reynolds-Average Navier–Stokes (RANS) simulation with a full closure model and Large Eddy Simulation
(LES) using appropriate momentum sink and turbulence source terms for the volumetric tree is carried out. We use both the volume-average
porous media and the volume-splitting discretized zones (split number 10 × 10 × 10) to reproduce the momentum sink effect in the numerical
simulation. Three tree species, namely, Peltophorum pterocarpum (yellow flame), Khaya senegalensis (African mahogany), and Hopea odorata (ironwood), are tested, and a reasonable agreement of drag force prediction and velocity profiles is obtained when comparing the CFD
simulation results with wind tunnel data. The RANS modeled drag force results exhibit 20% of over-prediction, while the normalized velocity
profiles display a good match of velocity decay at the tree leeward sides. On the other hand, LES produces much better results with only 3%
discrepancy with the experimental results. A comparison of experimental results among the tree species is also carried out. Due to the actual
random wind direction, tree slenderness representation, and structural flexibility issues, the current methodology still has the limitation for
validation with urban on-site measurement. Nonetheless, this integrated approach is the first step in establishing modeling tool applicability
to examine the effect of the forest structure and composition on wind loads.
© 2020 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license

(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5144628., s

I. INTRODUCTION
Urban vegetation plays an important role in improving the
urban landscape. Besides enhancing the aesthetics of the city,
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urban greenery promotes psychological wellbeing among urban
dwellers,1,2 mitigates the urban heat effect,3–6 and improves air quality.7–9 However, trees must withstand forces imparted by the moving
wind. In areas prone to strong winds, tree failure may cause personal
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injury10 or damage to the property.11 Hence, it is important to manage trees in a way that minimizes the risk to both people and the
property when trees uproot or branches break.
At present, tree risk assessment practices rely heavily on professional judgment informed by training and experience.12 During tree
risk assessment, it is essential to consider the wind loads experienced
by the tree, but there is considerable uncertainty surrounding the
existing approaches to estimating such loads. In combination with
field experiments, numerical models may provide greater insight
about the wind-induced drag acting on trees under different scenarios. Recent developments in computational fluid dynamics (CFD),
experimental validation, and field studies have sought to understand
the complex and dynamic wind–tree interaction, in order to estimate the aerodynamic force that the tree can endure in given locations and assess the tree management scenario and the risk of tree
failure.
Developing computational models for trees is incredibly difficult due to the complex interaction between the greenery and the
wind. Vegetative structures are porous; hence, flow fields through
trees deviate from solids as they experience a larger drag and
the wake extends further downstream. Due to the leaves in the
plants, there is also a larger surface subject to skin friction.13
Furthermore, the flexible branches induce complex fluid–structure
interactions. Hence, there are several approaches to modeling this
complex phenomenon, which can be classified into three main categories: roughness length, porous media, and explicit tree modeling.
Roughness length is easy to implement but does not detail spatial variations of flow due to vegetation well. The most common
approach is the porous media approach because it strikes a good balance between accuracy and computational expense. The CODASC
database14 along with several other studies15–18 uses a pressure loss
coefficient to characterize the inertial loss of wind through trees.
Several studies also parameterize the porosity of trees using a drag
coefficient and leaf area density (LAD).19–22 Although the porous
media method requires less computational power, the coefficient is
assumed to be uniform along the tree height, and hence, this method
cannot capture microscale variations of wind drag on the tree. Moreover, trees come in many shapes and sizes with leaves distributed
unequally along its height, as shown in Fig. 1. Modeling trees as cubic
regions does not yield accurate results on the microscale. Explicit
tree modeling provides high accuracy but requires high computational power to mesh and simulate, which makes it impossible to
implement in large urban sites. Endalew et al.23 sought to draw
on the advantages of explicit tree modeling and the porous media
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approach by introducing porous zones around tree branches to represent leaves. Yuan et al.24 also developed a semi-empirical model
by correlating urban density and tree geometry indices with wind
speed.
Despite the complexities and challenges to estimate the actual
forces that an individual tree in urban landscapes experiences, it
is still fundamentally important to understand the wind effect and
loading on a single tree in order to predict the aerodynamic force
that the tree can endure in the given locations. Having said that,
wind–tree modeling over the single complex shape of tree branch
and leaf systems still poses tremendous challenges on both geometrical reconstruction26,27 and tree aerodynamics28 simulations.
Although it is essential to include the irregular tree branch and leaf
geometry for wind load prediction on urban greenery, the computational resource and cost for meshing and CFD simulation make it
impossible to model every single geometrical detail.
To circumvent the above challenge, we propose an integrated
approach, with L-system fractal tree generation, three-dimensional
(3D) printed wind tunnel modeling, and the tree aerodynamic simulation methodology to model the wind effect on a single tree. It is
novel as the tree species modeled in the wind tunnel and tree aerodynamics simulation is actually based on the tree architecture (the
growth process, branching patterns, and axis morphology), statistical growth data, and field measurements. This integrated approach
involves the following three work scopes:
1.

2.

3.

species modeling to generate 3D fractal models for general tree
species in Singapore.29,30 Finite element mesh models of the
trees will also be produced.
3D-printing and parameter extraction from fractal tree models
to produce the fractal porous media models based on the wind
tunnel experimental results to establish a relation between fractal parameters and drag coefficient, Cd .31 A 3D-printing technique will be considered to construct the tree model with complicated geometries, and a detailed wake survey of the flow over
the tree model will be carried out by particle image velocimetry
(PIV).
3D CFD wind–tree modeling at the wind tunnel and urban
landscape to develop, simulate, validate, and implement
the CFD large scale wind–tree study using the tree fractal
approach, with momentum sink terms32 being modeled as
functions of the tree anisotropy, Leaf Area Density (LAD)
properties, and reflecting the realistic directional effects from

FIG. 1. Variety of tree shapes.25
(Reproduced with permission from K.
Krige, Tree shapes, 2018, available at
https://clctreeservices.com/tree-shapes/.
Copyright 2018 CLC Tree Services.)
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tree heterogeneity. The CFD analysis of flow over a single
fractal tree with a high fidelity Large Eddy Simulation (LES)
grid-filtering turbulence model will also be investigated.33
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based on tree species’ architecture, growth, and branching patterns.35 Three species models are generated for the wind–tree simulation, as shown in Fig. 3: Peltophorum pterocarpum, Khaya senegalensis, and Hopea odorata.

II. APPROACH

2. Geometry reconstruction and meshing

Figure 2 shows the flow chart to explain the whole methodology
of the integrated approach in order to model the wind effect on a
single tree.
The integrated approach comprises three main modeling techniques. First, it is the generation of tree-fractal parameters. We adopt
the L-system approach to generate fractal parameters of common
tree species found in the urban site. Subsequently, we produce the
3D printed model of the fractal tree and add in the tree crown generator to represent the leaves. The wind tunnel experimental work
is carried out for the scaled down tree with both load cell and PIV
measurement. Finally, CFD analysis with both Reynolds-Average
Navier–Stokes (RANS) simulation and LES is performed. The LAD
and drag coefficient are obtained from the wind tunnel, while the
parametric study with various tree shapes and LAD variations is also
carried out. More details about the three main modeling techniques
are given in Subsections II A–II C.

The procedurally generated tree model using the L-system
growth rules is represented in an MTG file format, as shown in
Fig. 4(a). The MTG file format lists the branches in a hierarchically based manner, with each branch representing a contiguous
chain of 3D points with a thickness parameter. By parsing and
reconstructing the tree skeleton in 3D, it resulted in two types of
point-to-point connectivities. At tree joint locations where multiple child branches sprout from the parent branch, a joint point is
connected to three or more points; see Fig. 3(b). For the rest of
the points, it will either be branch points with two connectivities
or end points (including the root base of the tree) with a single
connection.
Branch points and end points can be modeled as a series of
connected cylinders, with the cylindrical radius as specified by the
thickness parameter from the MTG file point listing. The nontrivial modeling problem lies at the tree joint region, where multiple
branches fuse together at a single point. The 3D tree model surface reconstruction approach from the MTG file format is detailed
in the work by Lim et al.36 In it, skin surfaces are used as a proxy for
modeling complex tree joints.
Skin surfaces are formed using a collection of spheres. Using
the joint points and their connected branch point, together with
their thickness parameters, spheres are generated to form the skin

A. Tree geometrical fractal modeling
1. Species fractal modeling
A tree species model is generated by a fractal procedural
approach30 using L-system34 growth rules, which we formulated

FIG. 2. Flow chart of the integrated approach to model the wind effect on a single tree.
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FIG. 3. Typical species models with specific growth and branching patterns, generated based on average field measurements. (a) Peltophorum pterocarpum (yellow flame),
(b) Khaya senegalensis (African mahogany), (c) Hopea odorata (ironwood).

FIG. 4. The 3D representation of the
MTG data. A joint point is classified as
having three or more connectivities to it.
(a) MTG representation in 3D, (b) closed
up schematic of a joint point.

surfaces. Due to the fact that it is possible that tree joints are spaced
close together, relative to their thickness, multiple tree joints can
be merged together to form a bigger tree joint model; see Fig. 5.
The tree joints are then meshed using the skin surface package in
CGAL (Computational Geometry Algorithm Library).37 The mesh
surfaces can be refined progressively to reflect surface contours that
are similar to those of trees. Subsequently, the meshes are re-meshed
to improve the element quality; see Fig. 6. The final step involves
the removal of half-sphere regions in order to merge with the individual branches modeled using cylindrical volumes. An example is
shown in Fig. 7 for the reconstruction of the Syzygium grande tree
species.

of the crown is one of the major contributing factors to the drag
force acting on the trees. The size of the tetrahedral element can
be adjusted by changing the base diameter D and the sub-element
diameter d, as shown in Fig. 8. Figure 9 shows the final model trees

B. Tree wind tunnel modeling
Scaled-down 3D-printed fractal trees of 0.18 m–0.2 m height
and 2 mm minimum branch diameter are produced for wind tunnel
testing. The ratio of the model to actual tree is about 1:70. Due to the
limitation of 3D-printing in scaled-down realistic leaves, a methodology was derived to use a porous/meshed volume to represent
the tree crown. Porous volume is generated using multiple stacked
and randomized tetrahedral elements. They are sized to match the
frontal area ratio (the frontal silhouette area over the frontal area
bounded by the tree crown shape) of the real tree, as it is discovered during the experimental stages that the frontal projected area

AIP Advances 10, 075202 (2020); doi: 10.1063/1.5144628
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FIG. 5. Generation of a skin surface at ball joint PTJ using a collection of spheres.
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FIG. 6. Mesh generation of the tree joint surface. (a) Original meshed surface, (b) refined surface mesh, (c) further refined surface, (d) re-meshed surface mesh.

of species Peltophorum pterocarpum, Khaya senegalensis, and Hopea
odorata. They are 3D-printed using the selective laser sintering (SLS)
technique.
The wind tunnel experiment is conducted at two wind speeds,
10 m/s and 15 m/s, and different rotation angles (hence different
frontal projected areas) in a closed-loop low speed wind tunnel with
a test section of 0.6 (W) × 0.6 (H) × 2 m3 (L). The tree model is
mounted on the ATI gamma force balance, and the force measurement is taken for a duration of 5 s at 1000 Hz. The particle image
velocimetry (PIV) system consists of a Phantom Miro M320s high
speed camera, an LDY304 PIV laser, a high speed controller, a laser
guiding arm, and laser sheet optics. The PIV software is LaVision
DaVis 8. The turbulent intensity of the wind tunnel is between 0.2%
and 0.25%, and the incoming flow is evenly distributed. PIV data are
taken at the streamwise center plane for a duration of 4 s at 300 Hz.
The short duration is due to instrument limitations and could incur

bias in the averaged flow field. However, PIV measurements were
conducted at 5 m/s, 10 m/s, and 15 m/s for each rotation angle. The
averaged wake profile is shown in Fig. 10. Since the PIV measurements were started at random time and the wake profiles for each
rotation angle are similar, the averaged flow field is not significantly
biased.
The wind tunnel experimental setup and testing parameters are
shown in Fig. 11. The laser arm fires a laser sheet at the center plane
of the tree, allowing the visualization of the flow field of the plane.
Figure 11 shows the time-averaged velocity field at 10 m/s and 0○
rotation for Peltophorum pterocarpum. The wake profile at various
locations is then extracted from the velocity field (see Fig. 12).

FIG. 7. Reconstructed surface mesh of the Syzygium grande tree species.

FIG. 8. Single tetrahedral element.
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C. Tree CFD modeling and validation
Both CFD Reynolds-Average Navier–Stokes (RANS) simulation with full closure model porous media formulation and Large
Eddy Simulation (LES) with the Wall-adapting Local Eddy-viscosity
(WALE) subgrid scale model are carried out for wind–tree modeling
of a single tree in the wind tunnel. OpenFOAM 2.4 is used for both
RANS simulation and LES analysis.
The steady state three-dimensional (3D) Reynolds-Averaged
Navier–Stokes (RANS) equation is solved. The impact of the tree
is modeled by a porous media approximation of the tree volume.
While the trees are not explicitly modeled, additional source terms
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FIG. 9. Scaled-down 3D-printed tree models for wind tunnel testing. (a) Peltophorum pterocarpum, (b) Khaya senegalensis, (c) Hopea odorata.

FIG. 10. Experimental measurement on
the averaged wake profile of the tree
model.

FIG. 11. Experimental setup for PIV and
drag measurement.
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fraction of mean flow kinetic energy being converted to wake generated energy by the canopy drop, which has a typical value equal to 1.
βd represents the magnitude of energy losses from interactions with
obstacles, which has a typical value of 4.39
In addition, the single fractal tree is also modeled using large
eddy simulation. The incompressible Navier–Stokes equation is
solved by pimpleFOAM with a wall-adapting local eddy-viscosity
subgrid scale model in OpenFOAM. There are an extra source terms
(Sui ) being added in the momentum equation which shared the same
formulas as RANS. That is,
∂ui
= 0,
∂xi

(4)

∂p
∂ui ∂ui uj
∂
∂ui ∂uj
2
+
=−
+
[νt (
+
) − δij k] + Sui ,
∂t
∂xj
∂xi ∂xj
∂xj ∂xi
3
FIG. 12. Averaged velocity field at 10 m/s and 0 rotation for Peltophorum
pterocarpum.

(5)

○

are introduced in the momentum equations and k-turbulence model
that parameterize the aerodynamic effects from the tree volume,38
Su = −Cd (LAD)ui U,

(1)

Sk = Cd (LAD)βp U 3 − Cd (LAD)βd Uk,

(2)

ε
ε
(3)
Sε = Cd (LAD)αp βp U 3 − Cd (LAD)αd βd Uk,
k
k
where Su is the sink term added to the momentum equations, which
gives the effect of trees on the velocity decrease. Sk and Sε are the turbulence and dissipation source terms added to the transport equations of k and ε. They simulate the effects of trees on the amount of
increase in turbulence and energy dissipation rate, respectively. Cd
is the drag coefficient for tree canopy. LAD is the leaf area density.
ui is the velocity component. U is the velocity magnitude. αp and αd
are the model coefficients with typical values equal to 1.5. βp is the

Sui = −Cd (LAD)ui U.

(6)

As shown in Fig. 13, the porous effect parameters adopted in
this LES simulation are similar to the RANS counterpart. However,
the mesh has to be finer. The mesh is 200 and 250 in stream-wise
and normal directions, respectively. The first layer is 0.1 m and
stretched in the normal direction. The time step is being constrained
as the Courant–Friedrichs–Lewy (CFL) number should not exceed 1
for the stability purpose in density-based explicit formulation. The
solver is solved in second order, and residue criteria for pressure
and velocity are 10−6 . The simulation is initialized by the inlet profile and runs until the field data reached the statistically stable state.
Consequently, the turbulence data are being collected and reached a
statistically stable state.
To summarize, the volumetric tree canopy in both RANS simulation and LES is modeled using appropriate momentum sink
and turbulence source terms. Momentum sink Su = Cd (LAD)ui U is
added to the momentum equation in which Cd is the drag coefficient for tree canopy, LAD is the tree leaf area density (m2 /m3 ), ui
is the velocity component (m/s), and U is the velocity magnitude.

FIG. 13. (a) Mesh and porous region indicated in red. (b) Instantaneous streamwise velocity contour. (c) Time averaged streamwise velocity contour.
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FIG. 14. Measurement for pressure loss coefficient λ in tree modeling. [Reproduced with permission from C. Gromke, Environ. Pollut. 159, 2094–2099 (2011).
Copyright 2010 Elsevier Ltd.]

For tree modeling, the product of Cd and LAD is termed the pressure loss coefficient, λ.40 It is the parameter that describes integrated
permeability and depends on the internal structure of the obstacle.
Mathematically, it is the static pressure loss pstat per material thickness normalized by the dynamic pressure pdyn (see Fig. 14). That is,
λ=

p − plee
Δpstat
= luv
,
pdyn d (1/2)ρu2 d

(7)

where u is the mean velocity component in the streamwise direction, d is the obstacle’s streamwise depth, pluv is the static pressure
windward of the obstacle, and plee is the static pressure leeward of
the obstacle ρ density of the fluid.
Both the RANS and LES results are validated with the work
done by Yang et al.38 The experimental data measured from the
windbreak test in the publications,38 as shown in Fig. 15, are used
for comparison with the computational results. An LAD value equal
to 1.17 (m−1 ) and Cd = 0.8 are adopted in the simulations, as indicated in this paper. In Sec. III, we replace it with the term Frontal
Area Density (FAD) as it reflects better physical insight on tree aerodynamics analysis. Figure 16 shows the comparison of the mean
velocity profiles at different locations downstream of the vegetated

scitation.org/journal/adv

windbreak. The blue dots represent the experimental data measured
from a field experiment of vegetated windbreak flow. The green
dots represent the numerical simulation results obtained by Yang
et al.,38 which was performed using ANSYS-Fluent. The black broken and solid lines represent the simulation results based on our
OpenFOAM tree canopy model for RANS and LES, respectively. It
can be seen that the results have good agreement with experimental measurement data as well as the numerical results. The difference of the near-ground velocity between the OpenFOAM results
and Yang’s results could be due to the different inlet profiles and
wall treatment between the two models. In the OpenFOAM model,
we are using the log-law atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) conditions, as adopted in Singapore Green Building mark code,41 while
in Yang’s model, a power-law inlet velocity profile was imposed
on the boundary. Despite the differences, the verification work of
the windbreak flow exhibited the applicability of our present OpenFOAM code in simulating the tree canopy flow with RANS and LES
modeling.
III. RESULTS
A. Tree CFD modeling and comparing with wind
tunnel results
Typically, for drag force calculation over the solid body, it is
the summation of normal force resulting from the drag and shear
force due to the friction on the surface. However, for the porous tree
model, it is important to note that drag force calculation also needs
to take into account the additional components due to net momentum flux. Figure 17 shows the fundamental difference for drag force
calculation between the solid body and porous medium. For a rigid
tree model, F P and F S are the forces due to wind pressure and shear
friction on the tree surface and F D is the horizontal force acting on
the bottom of trunk, which is measured by the load cell. F D is the
summation of F P and F S . For a porous tree model, Ri and Ro are the
momentum flux transferred in and out of the porous zone, F P and
F S are the force due to the wind pressure and shear friction on the
porous zone, and F D is the drag force from the momentum sink term
Su due to the tree crown effect. The following equation [Eq. (8)] is
the equation for the drag force of the porous tree model,

FIG. 15. Scheme of the numerical model
of windbreak flow.
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FIG. 16. Velocity profiles at different locations.

FD = −∭
◯ ρCD (LAD)ui U = Ri − Ro − FS − FP .

(8)

In our CFD modeling analysis, the cross section and longitudinal length of the domain are 0.6 × 0.6 × 10 m3 , which is matching
the wind tunnel cross section. The tree is modeled as suspended
porous media located at 65 mm above the wind tunnel, as shown
in Fig. 18.
For RANS simulation, the whole domain is discretized with
hexa-dominated grids with a total grid number around 4 × 106 .
“Non-slip” wall conditions are set on the walls. “Velocity inlet” conditions are applied with a constant incoming wind velocity. “Pressure” conditions with prescribed atmospheric pressure are imposed
at the outlet. First, we look at the geometrical shape effect in the
wind–tree modeling.
As the crown shape of the tree in the wind tunnel test is ellipsoid, while the porous tree model uses a cuboid shape, we first study
the effect of the tree geometry shape on the velocity profiles and
drag force. In our initial study, two geometry shapes have been analyzed: ellipsoid and cuboid (see Fig. 19). The volume, frontal area,

FIG. 17. Drag force calculation for the solid body and porous medium.

AIP Advances 10, 075202 (2020); doi: 10.1063/1.5144628
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and height of the two geometries are maintained the same and kept
similar to the wind tunnel model of Peltophorum pterocarpum. The
simulation results of velocity contours and profiles are shown in
Figs. 20 and 21. It is found that the porous media model with an
ellipsoid shape is not able to give the results trend consistent with
the wind tunnel output, as shown in velocity profiles behind the tree.
Meanwhile, we also compare the calculated drag forces on the tree
from the two shapes, which are 2.860 N and 2.885 N for cuboid and
ellipsoid, respectively. The difference between the two drag forces
is only 0.8%, which is negligible. In view of computational domain
simplicity, we will keep the cuboid shape in the following tree porous
media simulations. In fact, the tree modeling with the simplification

FIG. 18. Schematic of the tunnel and tree geometry.

10, 075202-9
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FIG. 19. Ellipsoid and cuboid used in the porous volume CFD simulation.

of canopy shapes to cuboid geometry has also been reported by the
previous literature.19
The second parametric study is to look at the Leaf Area Density (LAD) in Eqs. (1) and (3), which is one of the important inputs
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derived from the experimental work for the CFD simulation. Determination of the actual value of LAD for the printed tree model is still
unknown, as previous researchers used different parameters such
as plant area density, which include all the surface area of the tree,
leaf area density with double sides of the leaf area being taken into
account, and frontal silhouette area density, with the leaf projected
area being taken into account. A sensitivity study of parameter LAD
is carried out to analyze the impacts of LAD on velocity profiles and
drag force. In the model, we maintain the volume, frontal area, and
height of cuboid the same as the tree model in the wind tunnel test.
The drag coefficient is set to be 0.76 (from wind tunnel load cell measurement). A series of values of LAD varying from 0.1 to 20 have
been studied. The results of velocity profiles and drag forces against
LAD are shown in Figs. 22 and 23. The percentage errors between
experimental and simulation results are shown in Fig. 24. The sensitivity study with LAD shows that discrepancies appear to be larger
for very small and very large LADs. The value between 4 and 8 seems
to produce reasonable results. With this constant LAD assumption,
it would yield about 20% discrepancy when compared with wind
tunnel results (either drag or average velocity comparison).

FIG. 20. Velocity contours at the vertical cutting plane around the porous tree
zone.

FIG. 21. Velocity profiles at different locations in the wind tunnel with 15 m/s inlet
velocity.

AIP Advances 10, 075202 (2020); doi: 10.1063/1.5144628
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FIG. 24. Error of drag and velocity at x = H against LAD.
FIG. 22. Velocity profiles at x = H (1H downstream) in the wind tunnel with 15 m/s
inlet velocity.

If LAD is calculated based on the plant area density of the yellow flame tree model in the wind tunnel test, which is 11.3 m−1 ,
the drag force obtained from the CFD simulation is 3.675 N, which
is about 59% different from the experimental data 2.313 N. The
errors of velocity profiles are less than the drag force, which are
4.27%, 12.08%, and 11.56% for the locations x = −H, x = H, and
x = 2H in the wind tunnel. From the literature review, it is found
that in the wind tunnel test, the frontal area density (FAD) is more
commonly adopted to represent the leaf area density for the full
closure model. In view of this, we calculate the frontal silhouette

area density of the tree model used in the wind tunnel test, as listed
in Table I.
The total resultant drag coefficient, CD , is calculated accordingly based on the frontal silhouette area, as listed in Table II.
Finally, we found that the most prior literature has used the Leaf
Area Density (LAD) calculation based on the plant area density of
the tree model in the wind tunnel test, and this resulted in strictly
incorrect calculation, most often over-predicting drag force by more
than 50%. Instead, we made the correction and proposed the frontal
silhouette area of the tree model for the calculation of frontal area
density (FAD) to represent the leaf area density for the full closure
model. This has resulted in tremendous improvement to the CFD
drag force comparison with the experimental results. With FAD
= 4.375, Cd = 0.98, and a free stream velocity of 15 m/s, RANS simulation produces the drag force calculation with about +21% error.
However, drastic improvement can be obtained with the LES simulation result, as it yields only +2.95% error when compared with the
experimental data. The comparison of the results is summarized in
Table III.
Figures 25 and 26 show the velocity profile comparison between the wind tunnel experiment and simulation for
both RANS and LES results, for Peltophorum pterocarpum and
Khaya senegalensis tree models, respectively. Both porous tree
modeling approaches use the volume-average method. From the

TABLE I. Model tree crown parameters of Peltophorum pterocarpum.

Peltophorum pterocarpum

FIG. 23. Plots of drag force against LAD.
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Crown volume (m3 )
Rotation angle (deg)
Frontal projected area (m2 )
FAD (m−1 )

0
0.016 65
5.012 2

0.003 323
30
0.013 36
4.020 6

60
0.016 49
4.963 6
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TABLE II. Total resultant drag coefficient calculated from the crown projected area and frontal silhouette area.

Crown projected area
V (m/s)
15
15
15

2

Frontal silhouette projected area

Rotation angle (deg)

A (m )

CD

A (m2 )

CD

0
30
60

0.022
0.022
0.022

0.770
0.755
0.775

0.0184
0.0146
0.0188

0.920
1.121
0.906

TABLE III. CFD results’ comparison with experimental data on drag force for the case study with FAD = 4.375, Cd = 0.98,
and a free stream velocity of 15 m/s.

Wind tunnel load cell
measured drag force (N)
2.314

Calculated drag force with
RANS simulation (N)

Error
(%)

Calculated drag force with
LES simulation (N)

Error
(%)

2.797

+20.9

2.382

+2.95

downstream velocity profile comparison, it was found that the volume average porous media modeling approach is not able to give
good matching of velocity decay with the experimental results,
especially for the highly anisotropic tree crown of the Khaya
tree.
In view of the above limitation, we propose a more refined
modeling approach with volume-splitting discretized zones to

reproduce the fine-grained heterogeneous momentum sink effect of
the single tree canopy. The porous canopy zone is further discretized
by 5 and 10 in X, Y, and Z directions, which results in 53 and 103 elements, respectively (see Fig. 27). The fifth and tenth slices for slice
number 10 are shown in Figs. 27(c) and 27(d). The frontal area density (FAD) of each element is defined as the ratio between the frontal
silhouette area in the streamwise direction and individual element’s

FIG. 25. Comparison of simulated and
experimental velocity profiles for Peltophorum pterocarpum at 0○ rotation.
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FIG. 26. Comparison of simulated and experimental velocity
profiles for Khaya senegalensis at 0○ rotation.

FIG. 27. (a) Khaya fractal model, (b) discretized frontal silhouette area density (contains 103 elements), (c) slice no. 7 (near the trunk), and (d) slice no. 10 (near to the leeward
side).

volume. The resultant discretized FAD elements were implemented
in LES.
The LES simulations are carried out by manipulating the drag
coefficient (Cd ) value from 0.1 to 0.9. This Cd value is implemented
in the momentum sink term (Sui ) to represent the tree model. As
shown in Fig. 28, the drag obtained from split numbers 5 and
10 has a similar profile as the Cd varies. The simulations with Cd
= 0.4 are further compared with PIV measurement from the experiment at x = −H, x = H, and x = 2H (Fig. 29). The velocity profile becomes stratified in cases with a split number of 5 due to its
lower momentum sink resolution. On the other hand, the velocity profile of the wake has better agreement in the case with a split
number of 10. The velocity deficit in trunk’s region (z/H < 0.2) is
also well captured. These indicate that the discretized momentum
sink’s resolution plays an important role in the accuracy of velocity
profiles.
The calculated drag for Cd = 0.4 is presented in Table IV.
The calculated drag’s error has significant improvement (+1.6%)

AIP Advances 10, 075202 (2020); doi: 10.1063/1.5144628
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FIG. 28. Predicted drag on the tree with different discretization resolutions.
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FIG. 29. Velocity profiles in the wake region (Cd = 0.4).

compared with the volume averaged momentum sink (+11.37%)
method. This error decreases as the resolution increased.
B. Drag comparison between the tree species
Table V shows the model tree crown parameters of the scaleddown tree models of Peltophorum pterocarpum, Khaya senegalensis,
and Hopea odorata.
It is observed that the frontal projected (or silhouette) area
for Khaya senegalensis is generally lower than that for Peltophorum pterocarpum. However, Khaya senegalensis has higher
FAD due to the smaller crown volume. As for Hopea odorata, it has the highest frontal projected area, with quite moderate crown volume when compared with the other two species,
hence resulting in the average value of FAD among the three
species.
Figure 30 shows the comparison of the total resultant drag coefficient, CD , measured in the wind tunnel for the three tree species.
Khaya senegalensis gives a lower CD value despite the higher FAD
geometrical data. Conversely, Peltophorum pterocarpum which has

TABLE IV. LES calculated drag prediction on the model tree.

Case
Experimental
Split number = 5
Split number = 10

Drag
(N)

Drag
error (%)

Velocity error
at H (%)

1.9154
1.856
1.945

⋯
−3.1
1.6

⋯
30.1
17.4
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the lowest FAD gives the highest CD . It also shows that CD is closely
correlated with FAD. Since FAD is the reciprocal of the effective
depth of the tree crown, the smaller the FAD, the deeper the crown,
and the larger the CD .

TABLE V. Model tree crown parameters of Peltophorum pterocarpum, Khaya senegalensis, and Hopea odorata.

Peltophorum pterocarpum
Crown volume (m3 )
Rotation angle (deg)
Frontal projected area (m2 )
FAD (m−1 )

0
0.016 65
5.012 2

0.003 323
30
0.013 36
4.020 6

60
0.016 49
4.963 6

0.001 861
45
0.015 75
8.464 8

90
0.014 01
7.529 1

0.002 708
45
0.019 36
7.150 5

90
0.018 33
6.768 5

Khaya senegalensis
Crown volume (m3 )
Rotation angle (deg)
Frontal projected area (m2 )
FAD (m−1 )

0
0.014 38
7.726 9

Hopea odorata
Crown volume (m3 )
Rotation angle (deg)
Frontal projected area (m2 )
FAD (m−1 )

0
0.019 24
7.105 8
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be performed to capture the wind loading on trees in the urban
landscape.
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